Harriers On Top
In Mass. Meet. Frost Improve

The Beaver cross-country team ran against a strong University of Massachusetts team Saturday, and came out on top, 25-36. Proving that there's power in numbers the Tech harriers took six places out of the first ten, with four men tied for third and two tied for fourth. Ray Smith '56, Larry Berman '55, Bob Schonberger '57, and Dave Vaughan '57 all joined hands at the finish and were all tied for third in the good time of 26:05. A least twelve records fell behind the Bucenbag '55 and Pete Carkhery '57 in a dead heat for seventh. Dave Fila- toundjian '56 finished a disappointing eleventh but should improve with his condition.

Break Record
Massachusetts had two tremendous runners but little else. Their first man broke the course record by more than ten seconds and the number two man was less than a minute behind. The Fresc raced and lost 17-4. Although this gives no indication of their marked improvement over last week, but a quick glance at the order of finish and so were all tied for third in the time of 24:05. A least twelve records fell behind the Bucenbag '55 and Pete Carkhery '57 in a dead heat for seventh. Dave Fialtoundjian '56 finished a disappointing eleventh but should improve with his condition.

First Quarter Play Even
The first quarter play was more or less even. Bill Salmon kicked off for '57 and Latin returned it to the 35. Ken Jones, backing up the left side of the Tech line, stopped two plays with clean, hard tackles. The third play started as a pass and ended with the Boston passer, after having broken away from the onrushing Beaver line, being stopped a yard short of a first down. MIT got their first break of the quarter when the pass from receiver Dave Vaughan '57 was less than a minute behind.

The Harriers beat the Tech in the nine through fifteen, while the number two man was less than a minute behind.

End around the left side for fifteen yards and a first down. Attempting to stop the play, Bill Salmon was injured and unable to play the rest of the game. He may not be able to play for the rest of the season. Latin moved to the MI 35 where a penalty nullified a touchdown. Bob Lazarro moved through to tackle the Latin passer. The fourth down kick was short and Waterston returned it to midfield.

Latin Drives
Three plays failed to gain and Waterston fumbled. The ball rolled to the Boston Latin 18. With Creese and Johnson carrying, two off-tackle plays and a sweep netted fifteen yards and a first down on the Tech 40 as the quarter ended. Waterston stopped the drive when he recovered a fumble on the Tech 25. Then began the ill-fated march. Ironically Latin was never able to pass, despite the fact that they were only 5 and 13. The half ended with Latin leading 6-0.

Intercept Pass
Janes fumbled the kick off deep in his own territory, picked it up and ran it out of bounds. On the next play Waterson picked one off on his own five, but before Tech could start a play, the ball ended. Ed Vaughan returned the short kick (Continued on page 5).

FOOTBALL PREDICTION CONTEST
Fill out this entry blank and leave it in the box in Building 10. Check the teams you think will win and indicate the margin you think they will win by. Closest entry to correct results wins a six-pack of beer.

Team Team
Phi Gam vs. Pi Kappa Sigma Phi Ep. vs. A E P I
Lamé Chi vs. Phi Delta Theta Things G vs. Psi Upsilon
Phi Omega vs. Pi Kappa Deke vs. S A M

Name Address

With Schaefer, you get the one difference in beers today that really matters. Schaefer has an extra hop, a flavor that's all its own.

And remember, flavor has no season.